Abstract-Many multimedia communication applications require a source to send multimedia information to multiple destinations through a communication network. To support these applications, it is necessary to determine a multicast tree of minimal cost to connect the source node to the destination nodes subject to delay constraints on multimedia communication. This problem is known as multimedia multicast routing and has been proved to be NP-complete. This paper proposes an orthogonal genetic algorithm for multimedia multicast routing. Its salient feature is to incorporate an experimental design method called orthogonal design into the crossover operation. As a result, it can search the solution space in a statistically sound manner and it is well suited for parallel implementation and execution. We execute the orthogonal genetic algorithm to solve two sets of benchmark test problems. The results indicate that for practical problem sizes, the orthogonal genetic algorithm can find near-optimal solutions within moderate numbers of generations.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY multimedia communication applications require a source to send multimedia information to multiple destinations through a communication network. Several application examples include the following.
1) In a multiparty multimedia teleconference, the video and voice captured at each conference site are sent to all the other conference sites so that all the conferees can see and communicate with each other in real time [2] - [3] . 2) In a remote video lecture for distant education, the video and voice of the instructor are sent to all the students through a communication network [4] . 3) In video-on-demand systems, the major bottleneck is to retrieve video from the disks [5] . To relieve this bottleneck, we can batch a number of customer requests for the same video object and then use one I/O stream to serve multiple customers [5] . Using this method, multimedia information is sent from the video server to multiple customers. To support these applications, it is necessary to determine a multicast tree of minimal cost [1] , [6] for every communication session. Through this multicast tree, the source node can send multimedia information to all the destination nodes. Since multimedia information cannot be excessively delayed [7] , the total delay from the source node to any destination node must be smaller than a given requirement. Fig. 1 shows an example of a multicast tree. The problem of determining multicast trees is known as multimedia multicast routing and has been proved to be NP-complete [1] . Therefore, good heuristic algorithms are of practical interest. Kompella et al. [1] proposed a heuristic algorithm for multimedia multicast routing. In this algorithm, it is necessary to solve the delay constrained shortest path problem times, where is the number of source and destination 1089-778X/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE nodes. This problem is NP-complete [8] - [9] , however, and the Kompella's heuristic algorithm takes a pseudopolynomial time.
Zhu et al. [6] proposed another heuristic algorithm for multimedia multicast routing. This algorithm is also required to solve the delay-constrained shortest path problem.
Evolutionary algorithms are promising for solving many hard optimization and search problems [10] - [14] . Two genetic algorithms were proposed to solve the multicast routing problem without delay constraints 1 [16] , [17] . In these algorithms, one of the steps is to compute the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the network. If we directly modify these algorithms to include the delay constraints, the resulting algorithms must solve the delay-constrained shortest path problem (i.e., solve an NP-complete problem). To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing genetic algorithm for multimedia multicast routing. It is desirable to design a genetic algorithm that is not required to solve any hard subproblem but can give nearly optimal solutions for multimedia multicast routing.
We recently advocated incorporating experimental design methods into the genetic algorithm [18] . Our main idea is based on the observation that some major steps in the genetic algorithm can be considered to be "experiments." For example, the sampling of genes from the parents for crossover can be considered to be an experiment. If we apply the sophisticated experimental design methods [19] to strengthen these experiments, the resulting genetic algorithms can be statistically sound and have a better performance.
In this paper, we design a genetic algorithm using an experimental design method for multimedia multicast routing. Its salient feature is to incorporate the orthogonal design into crossover. As a result, it can search the solution space in a statistically sound manner, and it is well suited for parallel implementation and execution. We execute the proposed algorithm to solve two sets of benchmark test problems to determine its effectiveness.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The communication network is modeled as a graph , where is a set of nodes and is a set of edges. The cost and delay of edge are denoted by and , respectively, where and can assume any positive real numbers. The cost may measure the monetary utilization cost or the degree of congestion, 2 and the delay measures the time required to transmit a piece of information through this edge. We let the source node be node and the set of destination nodes be , where . The delay requirement specifies that the total delay from the source node to any destination node must be smaller than or equal to , where can be any positive number. The multimedia multicast routing problem is to determine a multicast tree connecting the source node to every destination node such that the cost of this tree is minimal while the total delay from the source node to any destination node is smaller than . Mathematically, the problem is to find a tree (where and ) such that the total cost of this tree is minimized subject to the following two constraints: 1) 2) for every , where is a set of edges constituting the path from source node to destination node in the tree .
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN METHODS
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of experimental design methods. For more details, the readers can refer to [19] and [20] .
To aid explanation, we consider the following example. The yield of a chemical product depends on three variables: temperature , time , and amount of catalyst at the values shown in Table I . The temperature, time, and amount of catalyst are called the factors of the experiment. Each factor has three possible values, and we say that each factor has three levels.
To find the best combination of levels for maximum yield, we can do one experiment for every combination and then select the best one. In the above example, there are combinations. In general, when there are factors at levels, the number of combinations is . When the number of factors and the number of levels are small, it may be feasible to test all the combinations.
Very often, it is not possible or cost effective to test all the combinations. It is desirable to sample a small but representative sample of combinations for testing. The orthogonal design was developed for this purpose [19] , [20] . It provides a series of orthogonal arrays for different number of factors and different number of levels. We let denote an orthogonal array for factors and levels, where " " denotes a Latin square and is the number of combinations of levels to be tested. Two orthogonal arrays and are shown in Table II and Table III , respectively. In these tables, each row represents a combination of levels. The orthogonality of an array means that 1) for the factor in any column, every level occurs the same number of times; 2) for the two factors in any two columns, every combination of two levels occurs the same number of times; and 3) the selected combinations are uniformly distributed over the whole space of all the possible combinations. Fig. 2 illustrates the meaning of orthogonality . It has been proved that the orthogonal design is optimal for additive model and quadratic model, and the selected combinations are good representatives for all the possible combinations [21] .
In the above example, there are 27 combinations of levels to be tested. We apply the orthogonal design to select nine representative combinations to be tested, and these nine combinations are shown in Table IV . 
A. Binary String Representation and Fitness Vector
We number the edges in the graph from 1 to . We can then represent any multicast tree of the graph as a binary string where if edge is included in the multicast tree otherwise.
To measure the quality of any multicast tree, we propose the fitness vector where
In other words, measures the cost of the multicast tree and measures how tight the delay constraints are fulfilled.
A multicast tree is good if is small (i.e., a small cost) and is zero (i.e., the delay constraints are fulfilled). Given two multicast trees and with respective fitness vectors and , we say that is better than if and only if 1) or 2) and . In this manner, we can minimize the cost of the multicast tree and enforce fulfilling the delay constraints.
B. Check-and-Repair Operation
In genetic algorithms, crossover and mutation are adopted to search the solution space. After performing these operations, we can induce a subgraph from the resulting binary string. This subgraph, however, may not be a tree connecting the source node to all the destination nodes. To remedy this, we design the check-and-repair operation. This operation applies a simple method called the graph search method [22] to traverse the subgraph. In particular, it applies this method to find a spanning tree from the subgraph and then connect the unconnected destination nodes to the tree. The steps are as follows.
Check-and-Repair Operation:
Input: an input binary string Output: an output binary string
Step 1) If the subgraph induced by the input binary string is a tree connecting the source node to all the destination nodes, then stop.
Step 2) Apply the graph search method to find a spanning tree from the subgraph.
Step 3) For the destination nodes that are not included in the tree, apply the graph search method to connect them to the tree one after the other. The output binary string represents this tree. The subgraph is only a part of the entire graph. The checkand-repair operation operates on this subgraph using the simple graph search method, and hence it can be executed quickly. In Section V, we will demonstrate its effectiveness using numerical experiments.
C. Orthogonal Crossover Based on Orthogonal Array
In this section, we incorporate the orthogonal design [19] into the crossover operation, so that we have a statistically sound method to sample the genes from multiple parents for crossover. The resulting operation is called orthogonal crossover.
There are a very large number of possibilities of sampling the parent strings for crossover (e.g., see [23] - [24] ). We apply an orthogonal array to perform a rational and representative sampling. To explain our main idea, we consider the example shown in Fig. 3 , in which we use the orthogonal array to sample the genes from two parents for crossover. Since has three factors (see Table II ), we divide each parent string into three parts. We sample these parts from the two parents based on the four combinations of factor levels in , thereby producing four binary strings. Among these four binary strings, we select two of them to be the offspring. In general, for with factors and combinations of factor levels, we divide each parent string into parts, sample these parts from parents based on the combinations in to produce binary strings, and then select of them to be the offspring. The details are given as follows.
-to-Orthogonal Crossover and Mutation:
Inputs: parent strings for Outputs:
offspring strings for
Step 1) Randomly and independently generate for all .
Step 2) Based on the th combination of factor levels in the orthogonal array , produce the binary string for all .
Step 3) Each undergoes mutation with a small probability . To perform mutation on a binary string, flip every bit in this string with a small probability .
Step 4) Execute the check-and-repair operation on for all .
Step 5) Evaluate the fitness vectors of and , and then select of them to be the offspring (these offspring are denoted by and ). In Step 1), we generate the indexes to partition each parent string into parts. In
Step 2), we sample these parts from parents based on to produce binary strings. In
Step 3), we perform mutation with a small probability. In Step 4), we execute the check-and-repair operation on every string. In Step 5), we evaluate the fitness vector of every string and then select of them to be the offspring.
Example: Consider a three-to-two orthogonal crossover and mutation operation based on . Let the parent strings be
In
Step 1), we can choose , and . In
Step 2), we produce nine binary strings based on the nine combinations in the orthogonal array (see Table III) Since is equal to the first parent string , we execute the check-and-repair operation on and . In Step 3), we perform mutation with a small probability. In Step 4), we perform the check-and-repair operation. In Step 5), we evaluate their fitness vectors and then select two of them to be the offspring.
After executing
Step 2), a few binary strings may be equal to the parent strings. In the above example, is equal to the first parent string, and it competes with its immediate offspring. This direct competition is similar to but different from that studied in [25] - [26] .
In orthogonal crossover, one of the main design choices is the orthogonal array. In addition to and shown in Tables II and III , there are orthogonal arrays having larger size. In general, a larger orthogonal array provides more combinations of factor levels, and hence it can perform a better sampling for crossover. The resulting computational complexity, however, is also larger. As we shall demonstrate in Section V, is already a good choice for multimedia multicast routing with practical problem sizes.
Step 5) of the orthogonal crossover operation, we select offspring among the binary strings produced in Step 2). There are many possible offspring selection schemes. For example, to ensure a monotonic crossover operation (i.e., the best offspring is not poorer than the best parent), we can simply select the best parent to be an offspring and the best one among and to be another offspring. As another example, we can also introduce randomness into the selection scheme (say, with a lower fitness can be chosen to be an offspring with a small probability). In our experiments (see Section V), the best offspring among are selected.
D. Orthogonal Genetic Algorithm
Initially, we randomly generate a population of binary strings, where the number of bits in every string is equal to the number of edges in the network. We then apply the -toorthogonal crossover and mutation operation to evolve and improve the population iteratively. Since can be different from , we perform this operation times in each generation to maintain a constant population size. The details are as follows.
Orthogonal Genetic Algorithm:
Inputs: network , edge cost and edge delay for all delay requirement ; source node and set of destination nodes Output: binary string representing the multicast tree
Step 1) Initialization Randomly create an initial generation of binary strings , and initialize the generation number gen to .
Step 2) Population Evolution WHILE (stopping condition is not met) BEGIN
Step 2.1) -to-Orthogonal Crossover and Mutation times Randomly select parent strings from , and perform -to-orthogonal crossover and mutation on them to generate offspring for the next generation .
END
Step 2.2) Increment the generation number gen by 1. END In Step 2), the population is evolved and improved iteratively until a stopping condition is met. One possible stopping criterion is to halt when the number of generations gen is equal to a given maximum value.
In many traditional genetic algorithms, global selection of parents is needed, and this is a serious bottleneck in parallel implementation. In the orthogonal genetic algorithm, selection is performed only within the orthogonal crossover operation but global selection is not needed. In each generation, all the orthogonal crossover and mutation operations can be executed in parallel. Therefore, the orthogonal genetic algorithm is well suited for parallel implementation and execution.
To create a new generation, orthogonal crossover is executed times and mutation is executed times on average. In every execution of orthogonal crossover and mutation, and 1 new binary strings are produced, respectively. Therefore, the algorithm has to handle an average of new binary strings in every generation. For the special cases and , the factor levels of the first combination are all equal to one, and hence the first binary string is equal to the first parent string . In these special cases, three and eight new binary strings, respectively, are produced in every execution of orthogonal crossover.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Test Problems
A test problem generator was proposed in [27] to generate test problems for multicast routing without any delay constraint. We input the number of nodes, the number of links, and the number of source/destination nodes. This generator will then give a test problem, which specifies a network topology, the link costs, a set of source and destination nodes, and an optimal multicast tree with cost . We now enhance this generator, so that it can generate test problems for multimedia multicast routing with a delay constraint. The details are as follows.
Step 1) Execute the problem generator proposed in [27] to generate a test problem. Record the network, the set of source and destination nodes, the optimal multicast tree , and its cost .
Step 2) Randomly assign a delay value to every link in this network.
Step 3) Compute the delay from the source node to destination node in the multicast tree for all . The delay requirement is chosen to be . In
Step 1), we generate a test problem without any delay constraint. In Step 2), we randomly assign a delay value to every link in the network. In Step 3), we choose the delay requirement such that the delay constraint can always be fulfilled. In this manner, the optimal multicast tree is still with cost . By executing the above three steps once, we get a test problem for multimedia multicast routing.
A real-world multimedia wide area network usually has several tens of nodes with a moderate connectivity. For example, the Arpanet has 20 nodes [28] and the Arpa2 has 21 nodes [29] . We generate two sets of test problems with two respective network sizes: 1) 50 nodes with 100 edges and 2) 80 nodes with 200 edges. In these networks, the number of possible multicast trees is already very large. Every set is further divided into eight groups of test problems, where every group consists of 100 different problem instances and different groups adopt different number of destination nodes. Therefore, there are a total of 1600 different test problems. Fig. 4 shows the test problems.
B. Experiments and Performance Measures
We test two versions of the orthogonal genetic algorithm. The first version adopts two-to-two orthogonal crossover based , and the second version adopts three-to-two orthogonal crossover based on . These two versions are referred to as and , respectively. For comparison, we also consider the following traditional genetic algorithm (TGA).
Step 1) Initialization Randomly create an initial generation of binary strings and initialize the generation number gen to 0.
Step 2) Population Evolution WHILE (stopping condition is not met) BEGIN Step 2.1) Crossover times Randomly select four parent strings from the current generation. Perform single-point crossover on the two best strings to generate two offspring for the next generation.
END Step 2.2)
Mutation Each string in the new generation undergoes mutation with a small probability . To perform mutation on a binary string, flip every bit in this string with a small probability .
Step 2.3)
Execute the check-and-repair operation for the strings in the new generation. Step 2.4) Increment the generation number gen by 1. END We adopt the following parameters or schemes for the experiments.
• Population Size: We adopt the same population size for the TGA, , and , so that they have the same space complexity. In particular, the population sizes are experimentally chosen to be 30 and 80 for the first set and the second set of test problems, respectively.
• Stopping Condition: We note that routing must be done within a specified interval, so that the users can start a multimedia session without waiting indefinitely. Therefore, it is desirable to find a feasible and good multicast tree within a specified number of generations. To study the effectiveness of an algorithm, we evaluate the solution quality after it has been executed for a given number of generations. Since the ratios of the computational complexity per generation for the TGA, and are 2 : 3 : 8, we choose the maximum number of generations for the TGA, , and to be 400, 300, and 100, respectively. Since this stopping condition is based on the computational complexity, it implicitly takes the number of evaluations of the cost into account.
• Selection: In the orthogonal crossover operation, among the binary strings produced, we select the best two to be the offspring.
• Mutation Probability: We choose , such that every bit undergoes mutation with probability 0.01. To measure the solution quality, we record the percentage of runs in which the costs of the feasible solutions are within % from the optimal one. To measure the computational complexity, we record two quantities for finding a feasible solution whose cost is within % from the optimal one: 1) the mean number of generations required and 2) the mean execution time on a Sun Sparc 4 workstation.
C. Results
The results for the first set of test problems are shown in Tables V-VII. In particular, Tables V(a) , VI(a), and VII(a) show the solution quality when the algorithms have been executed for the given numbers of generations. We see that the TGA can only find one feasible solution out of 800 test can give the closest-to-optimal solutions. For example, 95.63% of the solutions are within 5% of the optimum, and 89.75% of the solutions are within 2% of the optimum. This indicates the effectiveness of experimental design methods: if we use a larger orthogonal array for a more representative sampling of genes for crossover, we can get better solutions. Nevertheless, Table VII(b)-(c) shows that only has a moderate computational complexity. For group 1 test problems, the mean number of generations required is 24.76 (equivalently, the mean execution time on a Sun Sparc 4 workstation is 4.16 s).
The results for the second set of test problems are shown in Tables VIII-X. The network size is now larger. We observe that is still better than , which is in turn better than TGA. In addition, the can find close-to-optimal solutions within moderate numbers of generations.
From the above results for these test problems, we can conclude two points.
• is better than , which is better than TGA. This indicates that experimental design methods can effectively improve the genetic algorithms. • can find close-to-optimal solutions within moderate numbers of generations. This indicates that the orthogonal array is a good choice for multimedia multicast routing with practical problem sizes.
VI. SUMMARY
The multimedia multicast routing problem arises in many multimedia communication applications, and this problem has been proved to be NP-complete. In this paper, we proposed an orthogonal genetic algorithm for this routing problem. Its salient feature is to incorporate an experimental design method called orthogonal array into the crossover operation, so that the resulting operation can sample the genes from parents in a statistically sound manner to produce offspring. As a result, the orthogonal genetic algorithm can search the solution space effectively and it is well suited for parallel implementation and execution. In general, a larger orthogonal array gives a better solution quality but has a higher computational complexity. We executed the orthogonal genetic algorithm to solve two sets of benchmark test problems. The experimental results demonstrate that, for practical problem sizes, the orthogonal genetic algorithm using the orthogonal array can find close-to-optimal solutions within a moderate number of generations. One possible extension of this research is to incorporate experimental design methods into steady state genetic algorithms.
